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•Limited Personas
•Simple Data Structures
•Highly Repeatable Tasks
•Many Personas
•Complex Data Structures
•Structured and Unstructured
•Automating Processes
•Distributing Process Templates
•Collaborating 
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•Simple Distribution Format
Well defined Single Data Model
•Highly Granular Tasks
•Building Complex Routines
•Prototyping Applications
•Distributing Applications
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ProductivityInnovation
What is Pipeline Pilot?
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What is Pipeline Pilot?
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Pipeline Pilot Enables…
• Integration of data from multiple 
di t d tspara e a a sources
• Integration of disparate 
applications
• Capture and deployment of best 
practice processes
• Automated execution of routine 
processes
• Rapid creation of interactive    
reports and web applications
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Broad Domain Capabilities of Pipeline Pilot
Chemistry / Chemical Sciences Biological Sciences
S i tifi R ti D t d A li ti I t tic en c epor ng a a an  pp ca on n egra on
Image Analysis Statistics and Data Modeling
Document Search and Analysis Analytical / Lab Data Analysis
Many tasks require working across domain boundaries
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Pipeline Pilot Software Demonstration
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Environmental Chemistry & Toxicology with Pipeline Pilot
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Crystal formation reporting with Pipeline Pilot
Mouse over changes Display window
C t t lli ti d t ti th d b d i l i ti
 ~85% of the model correctly scored with probability >. 80
 ~12% of ‘not sure’ images 
 ~3% of false positive 
 0 false negatives
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urren  crys a sa on e ec on me o s ase  on v sua  nspec on
– Many customers have tried  “all other methods” and found none to be reliable for their purposes
– Customers are adamant that such a system be free of false negatives, some mechanism must be allowed for review of the 
classification results to manually re-classify those droplets which were misclassified by the system
Polymer Property prediction with Pipeline Pilot
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Clinical Image Management with Pipeline Pilot
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Scientific Business Intelligence with Pipeline Pilot
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